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Stalag Luft III, Germany, 1943:
Shot out of the skies over Germany.  Imprisoned deep behind enemy lines.  Trapped in the 
toughest Prisoner of War camp man has ever built.  You must command the most daring of the 
Allies’ escape artists to break free, and wreak havoc in the heart of the Nazi empire!

Use your wits to elude your captors through stealth and espionage episodes, as you equip your 
secret army with the tools needed for this clandestine odyssey.  Once you’ve broken through to 
freedom, draw your guns and blast your way through the gut of the Nazi war machine!  Finally, 
you will take to the highways, in all out chases through the enemy lines, and on to freedom!

Superstar Steve McQueen is digitally resurrected to star in this classic saga of WWII courage and
heroism, based on the classic film and true story.  Can you handle the great excitement, the great
adventure and the great suspense of this epic?  You must triumph over the evil Third Reich as 
the mastermind of The Great Escape!

 Command four allied officers, each with unique sagas, skills and strengths in twenty levels of 
military intrigue throughout occupied Europe!

 Choose your destiny in a huge variety of vast and beautifully rendered levels, including a 
crowded prison camp, an ancient Teutonic castle, an active Luftwaffe airfield and much more!

 Fight for your freedom with an arsenal of over 10 authentic WWII weapons and attacks, 
through intense battles against prison guards, Nazi soldiers and diabolical agents of the 
Gestapo.

 Strike from the shadows in heart pounding stealth episodes, using your wits and unique skills 
to elude and ambush your foes.

 Race to freedom as you commandeer jeeps, APCs, trucks, and motorcycles in high-speed 
chases against the armored might of the German army.

 Featuring the voice, likeness, and classic swagger of Steve McQueen as Virgil “The Cooler 
King” Hilts!
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